This Week’s Student of the Week is Wesley Rhodes. Originally from Fayetteville, NC, Wesley attended Village Christian Academy and graduated in 2012. He is a computer science major in his second year with the Academy of Science. His favorite subject is any computer class and he really enjoys swimming and basketball. Wesley’s favorite memory is going white water rafting with his summer bridge group and then building those friendships throughout his time in the program. Wesley hopes to begin working as a private contractor in his hometown at the MTC (Mission Training Center) with a company called General Dynamics. Specifically, he hopes to be able to join the network or server team which helps to facilitate training soldiers on the computer systems used in their respective positions. When asked to provide a quote about the Academy, Wesley said this, “The academy has helped me forge friendships that aid in my academic studies and also helped me discipline how I distribute my time during the week. It’s a program I hope is able to continue, and I won’t ever forget the relationships and experiences I’ve had with the Academy mentors that have helped me during my Academic career so far.”